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Team Human
Perfect for fans of Roshani Chokshi and Rick Riordan! "A fabulous, action-packed
modern take on Indian mythology. I can't wait to read more!" -- Rick Riordan on
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The Savage Fortress Meet Ash Mistry: eighth grader, pretty good video gamer, guy
with a massive crush on the beautiful Gemma . . . Oh, and the Eternal Warrior of
the death goddess Kali. Just when Ash has settled back into his everyday London
life, his friend Parvati arrives with a mission: The evil Lord Savage is plotting to
steal the Koh-I-Noor diamond. Ash and Parvati manage to intercept it, but at a
terrible price-Gemma's death. Outcast and heartbroken, Ash returns with Parvati to
India, where he meets up with old friends and develops new powers. But he's
haunted by Gemma and thoughts of revenge. As he hunts Savage all the way to a
long-hidden kingdom, Ash must face the prospect that he may no longer be
entirely human . . . and his warrior side may lie beyond his control.

Game of Stars (Kiranmala and the Kingdom Beyond #2)
Techniques of the Selling Writer provides solid instruction for people who want to
write and sell fiction, not just to talk and study about it. It gives the background,
insights, and specific procedures needed by all beginning writers. Here one can
learn how to group words into copy that moves, movement into scenes, and
scenes into stories; how to develop characters, how to revise and polish, and
finally, how to sell the product. No one can teach talent, but the practical skills of
the professional writer's craft can certainly be taught. The correct and imaginative
use of these kills can shorten any beginner's apprenticeship by years. This is the
book for writers who want to turn rejection slips into cashable checks.
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The Dragon's Eye (Spirit Animals: Fall of the Beasts, Book 8)
Poison boy Dalton Fly, a lowly food taster to the rich, has a lucky escape after
drinking laced wine. But his mate is less fortunate, and Dalton wants answers. Who
murdered his friend and what were they were really after? With the help of
aristocratic girl, Scarlet Dropmore, whose life he unwittingly saved, he sets out to
rescue his city from the poisoners within.

Ladybird Tales of Super Heroes
Saving the multiverse is no game in this New York Times bestseller!

Shadow Magic
"Stroud is a genius' Rick Riordan, author of the Percy Jackson series. Ghosts and
ghouls beware! London's smallest, shabbiest and most talented psychic detection
agency is back. Life is never exactly peaceful for Lockwood & Co. Lucy and George
are trying to solve the mystery of the talking skull trapped in their ghost jar, while
Lockwood is desperate for an exciting new case. Things seem to be looking up
when the team is called to Kensal Green Cemetery to investigate the grave of a
sinister Victorian doctor. Strange apparitions have been seen there, and the site
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must be made safe. As usual, Lockwood is confident; as usual, everything goes
wrong a terrible phantom is unleashed, and a dangerous object is stolen from the
coffin. Lockwood & Co must recover the relic before its power is unleashed, but it's
a race against time. Their obnoxious rivals from the Fittes agency are also on the
hunt. And if that's not bad enough, the skull in the ghost-jar is stirring again The
author of the blockbuster BARTIMAEUS sequence delivers another humorous and
chilling instalment in the critically acclaimed LOCKWOOD & CO. series."

Britain's Black Past
Two strangers arrive in an opal mining town in the remote Australian Outback, a
place where the rough-hewn bushfolk square off against religious fundamentalists,
searching for a stepdaughter and a son who have mysteriously disappeared.
Reprint.

Crow Country
Superheroes have always been with us, from gods with mighty powers to human
heroes who don disguises to save the day . . . Join six larger-than-life mythic and
legendary heroes from around the world in this colourful, illustrated collection of
Ladybird Tales. Meet tricksters, fighters, shape-shifters and even people who save
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the day with just the power of speech. Anansi the Spider-Man Loki and the Magical
Hammer Hanuman, Demon Fighter Inanna in the Underworld Shahrazad the
Storyteller The Legend of Hua Mulan Perfect for bedtime, to read aloud or enjoy
alone, these thrilling tales breathe marvellous life into ancient tales. Includes a
special introduction from award-winning author David Solomons.

Jake Ransom and the Skull King's Shadow
Thorn, an outlaw's son, wasn't supposed to be a slave. He's been sold to Tyburn,
an executioner, and they're headed to Castle Gloom in Gehenna, the land of
undead, where Thorn will probably be fed to a vampire. Lilith Shadow wasn't
supposed to be ruler of Gehenna. But following the murder of her family, young Lily
became the last surviving member of House Shadow, a long line of dark sorcerers.
Her country is surrounded by enemies and the only way she can save it is by
embracing her heritage and practicing the magic of the undead. But how can she
when, as a girl, magic is forbidden to her? Just when it looks like Lily will have to
leave her home forever, Thorn arrives at Castle Gloom. A sudden death brings
them together, inspires them to break the rules, and leads them to soar to new
heights in this fantasy with all the sparkle and luster of a starry night sky

Ash Mistry and the Demon Temple
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Ash Mistry is in a world of pain. A parallel world in fact, where another version of
him seems to be living his life, and the evil Lord Savage - now all-powerful and
adored by the nation - is about to carry out a terrible plan. Worse still, Ash's
superpowers, invested in him by the Death Goddess Kali, seem no longer to be
working. Without Kali, can Ash defeat Savage and save the world?

The Judas Child
It is three days before Christmas, and two young girls have disappeared from the
local academy. This hasn’t happened for fifteen years, since Rouge Kendall’s twin
sister was murdered. The killer was found, but now Rouge, twenty-five and a
policeman, is forced to wonder: Was he really the one? Also wondering is a former
classmate named Ali Cray, a forensic psychologist with scars of her own. The
pattern is the same, she says: a child called out to meet a friend. The friend is the
bait, the Judas child, and is quickly killed. But the primary victim lives longeruntil
Christmas Day. Rouge doesn’t want to hear this. He’s spent the last fifteen years
trying to avoid the memories: drinking alone, lying low, washing out of school and
a promising first career. Now he might abandon law enforcement too—but
something won’t let him, not yet. A little girl has haunted his dreams all these
years—and he has three days finally to put her to rest.
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The Savage Fortress
Mel's life spirals out of control when she is kidnapped by one of General Uro's
henchmen and imprisoned in another world. Her friends and bandmates, Doug,
Naoim and Jim, must waste no time trying to save her.

Wildwood Imperium
Still reeling from the death of her best friend, Kay, Billi's thrust back into action
when the Templars are called to investigate werewolf activity. But these
werewolves are like nothing Bili's ever seen. They call themselves the Polenitsy:
man killers. The ancient warrior women of Eastern Europe, supposedly wiped out
centuries ago. But now they've come out of hiding and are on the hunt for a Spring
Child — an Oracle powerful enough to blow the volcano at Yellowstone — and start
a Fimbulwinter that will wipe out humankind for good.

The Lodger
First published in 1967, Thomas Savage's western novel about two brothers and
the competition between them when one marries now includes an afterword by
Annie Proulx.
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Ash Mistry and the City of Death
"A fabulous, action-packed modern take on Indian mythology. I can't wait to read
more!" -- Rick Riordan, author of the Percy Jackson series, on THE SAVAGE
FORTRESS The gods and monsters of India roar to life in this thrilling fantasy! After
three weeks of vacation, Ash Mistry is ready to leave the heat and dust of India
behind him. Then he discovers a gleaming gold arrowhead hidden in the sands---a
weapon used to defeat evil King Ravana in legend. At least, Ash is pretty sure it's
only a legend . . . But when Lord Alexander Savage comes after Ash, the legends
are suddenly way too real. Savage commands an army of monstrous
shapechangers called rakshasas, who want only to seize the arrowhead and
restore Ravana to power. As they hunt Ash through magnificent fortresses and
brutal deserts, he must learn to work with a powerful rakshasa girl named Parvati,
and find the strength within himself to fight on no matter what. Because this isn't
just a battle to stop the end of the world. It's a battle to stop the end of reality as
we know it. No pressure.

Quest for the Silver Tiger
Conor, Abeke, Meilin, and Rollan are prisoners. Framed for a crime they didn't
commit, the four young Greencloaks have been captured by the ruthless
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Oathbound. Rather than facing trial with the rest of their order, the friends and
their spirit animals find themselves smuggled to a remote palace. There they
discover that the plot against them runs deeper -- and is far more sinister -- than
anyone realized. Someone has been manipulating both the Greencloaks and
Erdas's leaders, all to uncover a powerful relic with the potential to flood the entire
world. To stop this conspiracy, the Heroes of Erdas will need absolute faith in their
spirit animals. If they fail, all of Erdas will drown.

Kiss
"This guide reveals how writers can take advantage of the brain's hard-wired
responses to story to captivate their readers' minds through each plot
element"--Provided by publisher.

Eustacia Goes to the Chalet School
The third magical book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Magic Misfits series
from acclaimed and wildly popular celebrity Neil Patrick Harris! Theo Stein-Meyer
loves being part of the Magic Misfits. Armed with his trusty violin bow, he
completes the team with his levitation skills, unflappable calm, and proper
manners. But when a girl named Emily begins to spend time with the group, Theo
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is surprisingly drawn to her. She seems to understand the pull he feels between
music and magic, between family and friends. Then a famous ventriloquist arrives
in town, and the Misfits are sure he (and his creepy dummy) are up to no good.
With their mentor, Mr. Vernon, suddenly called away and tension simmering
among the friends, can they come together to stop another member of the
villainous Emerald Ring? It's time for Theo to make a choice about where--and with
whom--he belongs. Join the Magic Misfits as they discover adventure, friendship,
and more than a few hidden secrets in this unique and surprising series. Whether
you're a long-time expert at illusion or simply a new fan of stage magic, hold on to
your top hat!

Ash Mistry and the Savage Fortress
Expanding upon the 2017 Radio 4 series 'Britain's Black Past', this book presents
those stories and analyses through the lens of a recovered past. Even those who
may be familiar with some of the materials will find much that they had not
previously known, and will be introduced to people, places, and stories brought to
light by new research. In a time of international racial unrest and migration, it is
important not to lose sight of similar situations that took place in an earlier time. In
chapters written by scholars, artists, and independent researchers, readers will
learn of an early musician, the sales of slaves in Scotland, the grave - now a shrine
- of a black enslaved boy left to die in Morecombe Bay, of a country estate owned
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by a mixed-race slave owner, and of the two strikingly different people who lived in
a Bristol house that is now a museum. Black sailors, political activists, memoirists,
appear in these pages, but the book also re-examines living history, in the form of
modern plays, television programmes, and genealogical sleuthing. Through them,
Britain's Black Past is not only presented anew, but shown to be very much alive in
our own time.

The Blood Guard
Guardians of the Wild Unicorns
In Washington, D.C., twelve-year-old Florian Bates, a consulting detective for the
FBI, and his best friend Margaret must uncover the truth behind a series of private
middle school pranks that may or may not involve the daughter of the President of
the United States.

City of the Plague God
Who IS the uninvited? This twisty page-turner from a master of suspense plumbs
the unsettling goings-on at a picture-perfect woodland cottage. Mimi Shapiro had a
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disturbing freshman year at NYU, thanks to a foolish affair with a professor who still
haunts her caller ID. So when her artist father, Marc, offers the use of his remote
Canadian cottage, she’s glad to hop in her Mini Cooper and drive up north. The
house is fairy-tale quaint, and the key is hidden right where her dad said it would
be, so she’s shocked to fi nd someone already living there -- Jay, a young musician,
who is equally startled to meet Mimi and immediately accuses her of leaving
strange and threatening tokens inside: a dead bird, a snakeskin, a cricket sound
track embedded in his latest composition. But Mimi has just arrived, so who is
responsible? And more alarmingly, what does the intruder want? Part gripping
thriller, part family drama, this fast-paced novel plays out in alternating viewpoints,
in a pastoral setting that is evocative and eerie -- a mysterious character in its own
right.

Bridge of Rama
From the author of the Chanters of Tremaris series comes a contemporary time
travel fantasy, grounded in the landscape of Australia Beginning and ending,
always the same, always now. The game, the story, the riddle, hiding and seeking.
Crow comes from this place; this place comes from Crow. And Crow has work for
you. Sadie isn't thrilled when her mother drags her from the city to live in the
country town of Boort. But soon she starts making connections--with the country,
with the past, with two boys, Lachie and Walter, and, most surprisingly, with the
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ever-present crows. When Sadie is tumbled ba.

Phoenix
Ash Mistry was just a slightly geeky kid until he fell on the wrong arrowhead and
absorbed the unstoppable powers of the Death Goddess Kali. Now Ash can kill any
living thing with a touch, so when the demon servants of the evil Lord Savage
come after him again, you'd think he'd be ready to take them on. But how do you
kill something that never lived?

The Uninvited
"Lucky thinks he's an ordinary Human boy. But one night, he dreams that the stars
are singing - and wakes to find an uncontrollable power rising inside him. Now he's
on the run, racing through space, searching for answers. In a galaxy at war, where
Humans and Aliens are deadly enemies, the only people who can help him are an
Alien starship crew - and an Alien warrior girl, with neon needles in her hair.
Together, they must find a way to save the galaxy. For Lucky is not the only one in
danger. His destiny and the fate of the universe are connected in the most
explosive way"--Publisher information.
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Dark Goddess
The Original Ramayana Was Written Three Thousand Years Ago. Now, With
Breathtaking Imagination And Brilliant Storytelling, Ashok K. Banker Has Recreated
This Epic Tale For Modern Readers Everywhere. Sita Has Been Abducted By The
Demonlord Ravana And Held Captive In The Island-Kingdom Of Lanka. Rama Is
Now Faced With The Bitter Prospect Of A Final, Terrible War Against Ravana And
His Rakshasa Hordes. Sita S Fate Hangs In The Balance While Rama S Armies
Assemble On The Very Edge Of The Ocean. Using Only Their Wits And Bare Hands
They Begin To Build A Bridge To The Island-Kingdom. But Time Is Rapidly Running
Out, And The Journey To Lanka Appears Near-Impossible& At This Critical Moment
Hanuman Attains A Magnificent Apotheosis. Transformed Into A Being With A
Single-Minded Mission, He Prepares For A Terrifying Face-Off With Ravana, And
Makes His Awesome Leap Across The Ocean To Rescue Sita. Will He Succeed In
Saving Her Life And Averting The Final Battle? Surely A Lone Vanar Cannot Face
The Crushing Might Of Lanka And Survive? But Then Hanuman Is No Ordinary
Vanar

The City of Death
Thirteen-year-old Sikander Aziz has to team up with the hero Gilgamesh in order to
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stop Nergal, the ancient god of plagues, from wiping out the population of
Manhattan in this adventure based on Mesopotamian mythology.

Techniques of the Selling Writer
Can Mimi undo the mayhem caused by her baking in this contemporary-fantasy
retelling of Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream? Eleven-year-old Mimi
Mackson comes from a big Indian American family: Dad's a renowned food writer,
Mom's a successful businesswoman, and her three older siblings all have their own
respective accomplishments. It's easy to feel invisible in such an impressive family,
but Mimi's dream of proving she's not the least-talented member of her family
seems possible when she discovers a baking contest at the new bakery in town.
Plus, it'll start her on the path to becoming a celebrity chef like her culinary idol,
Puffy Fay. But when Mimi's dad returns from a business trip, he's mysteriously lost
his highly honed sense of taste. Without his help, Mimi will never be able to bake
something impressive enough to propel her to gastronomic fame. Drawn into the
woods behind her house by a strangely familiar song, Mimi meets Vik, a boy who
brings her to parts of the forest she's never seen. Who knew there were banyan
trees and wild boars in Massachusetts? Together they discover exotic ingredients
and bake them into delectable and enchanting treats. But as her dad acts stranger
every day, and her siblings' romantic entanglements cause trouble in their town,
Mimi begins to wonder whether the ingredients she and Vik found are somehow
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the cause of it all. She needs to use her skills, deductive and epicurean, to uncover
what's happened. In the process, she learns that in life as in baking, not everything
is sweet. . . .

Midsummer's Mayhem
The Power of the Dog
Never turn your back on the Cahills . . . The most powerful family history has ever
known returns with a vengeance in The 39 Clues: Doublecross! The Cahills are the
world's most powerful family, but their strength is being tested. A sinister man
calling himself "The Outcast" has targeted the family and set them an impossible
test. He's recreating four of history's worst disasters and challenging the young
Cahills to find and stop the tragedies before it's too late. Now, with one disaster
behind them, siblings Dan and Amy Cahill and their friends have just days to
discover what the Outcast's next move will be. Their frantic search seems to be
pointing toward a terrifying air disaster, the explosion of the Hindenburg airship.
But no one travels by airship anymore -- what do the Outcast's cryptic messages
mean? The young Cahills must split up and take to the skies to try to find the
answer . . . before their whole world comes crashing down.
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Wired for Story
'Across the moor galloped a huge dark beast; a heavily muscled horse with a
gleaming, rippling black mane. The animal reared up, its hooves cutting the sky, its
silken tail streaming like a banner. Its spiralled horn glinted in the sun.' Lewis is
cold, wet and miserable on his school residential trip in the highlands of Scotland.
The last thing he expects to see is a mythical creature galloping across the bleak
moorland. Unicorns aren't real are they? Lewis and his best friend Rhona find
themselves caught up in a dangerous adventure to save the world's last herd of
wild unicorns. Fighting against dark forces, battling the wild landscape, and
harnessing ancient magic, can they rescue the legendary creatures in time?

City of a Thousand Dolls
Residing in New Whitby, Maine, a town founded by vampires trying to escape
persecution, Mel finds her negative attitudes challenged when her best friend falls
in love with one, another friend's father runs off with one, and she herself is
attracted to someone who tries to pass himself off as one.

City Spies
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A collection of 20 stories from India's rich folklore heritage. From wicked magicians
to wise old priests, charming princes and beautiful princesses, to greedy tigers and
wily jackals, these magical tales are full of adventure and trickery, and infused with
deeper messages about morality, Life and the world around us. Founded on the
work of folklorist, Joseph Jacob, and from tales from India's Mughul period, awardwinning author Bali Rai's lively retellings are a delight for readers of all ages. The
book includes endnotes with a glossary, additional information as well as ideas for
activities that children can do to explore the stories further.

The Magic Misfits: The Minor Third
Devil's Kiss
From Colin Meloy, lead singer of the Decemberists, and Carson Ellis, acclaimed
illustrator of The Mysterious Benedict Society, comes the stunning third book in the
New York Times bestselling fantasy-adventure series the Wildwood Chronicles. A
young girl's midnight séance awakens a long-slumbering malevolent spirit. A band
of runaway orphans allies with an underground collective of saboteurs and plans a
daring rescue of their friends, imprisoned in the belly of an industrial wasteland.
Two old friends draw closer to their goal of bringing together a pair of exiled toy
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makers in order to reanimate a mechanical boy prince. As the fate of Wildwood
hangs in the balance. The Wildwood Chronicles is a mesmerizing and epic tale, at
once firmly steeped in the classics of children's literature and completely fresh at
the same time. In this book, Colin Meloy continues to expand and enrich the
magical world and cast of characters he created in Wildwood, while Carson Ellis
once again brings that world to life with her gorgeous artwork, including six fullcolor plates.

Mission Hindenburg (The 39 Clues: Doublecross, Book 2)
Ash Mistry hates India. Which is a problem, since his archaeologist uncle has taken
him there for the summer holidays. But Ash is about to have big problems. Soon,
he finds himself in a desperate battle against both humans and demons, to prevent
the freeing of a monster that has been locked away for a millennia

Oyster
As the youngest and only female member of the Knights Templar, Bilquis SanGreal
grew up knowing she wasn't normal. Instead of hanging out at the mall or going on
dates, she spends her time training as a soldier in her order's ancient battle
against the Unholy. Billi's cloistered life is blasted apart when her childhood friend,
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Kay, returns from Jerusalem, gorgeous and with a dangerous chip on his shoulder.

The Whispering Skull
A New York Times bestseller! A GMA3 Summer Reading Squad Selection!
“Ingeniously plotted, and a grin-inducing delight.” —People “Will keep young
readers glued to the page…So when do I get the sequel?” —Beth McMullen, author
of Mrs. Smith’s Spy School for Girls In this thrilling new series that Stuart Gibbs
called “a must-read,” Edgar Award winner James Ponti brings together five kids
from all over the world and transforms them into real-life spies—perfect for fans of
Spy School and Mrs. Smith’s Spy School for Girls. Sara Martinez is a hacker. She
recently broke into the New York City foster care system to expose her foster
parents as cheats and lawbreakers. However, instead of being hailed as a hero,
Sara finds herself facing years in a juvenile detention facility and banned from
using computers for the same stretch of time. Enter Mother, a British spy who not
only gets Sara released from jail but also offers her a chance to make a home for
herself within a secret MI6 agency. Operating out of a base in Scotland, the City
Spies are five kids from various parts of the world. When they’re not attending the
local boarding school, they’re honing their unique skills, such as sleight of hand,
breaking and entering, observation, and explosives. All of these allow them to go
places in the world of espionage where adults can’t. Before she knows what she’s
doing, Sara is heading to Paris for an international youth summit, hacking into a
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rival school’s computer to prevent them from winning a million euros, dangling
thirty feet off the side of a building, and trying to stop a villain…all while navigating
the complex dynamics of her new team. No one said saving the world was easy…

The Poison Boy
The girl with no past, and no future, may be the only one who can save their lives.
Nisha was abandoned at the gates of the City of a Thousand Dolls when she was
just a little girl. Now sixteen, she lives on the grounds of the isolated estate, where
orphan girls apprentice as musicians, healers, courtesans, and, if the rumors are
true, assassins. She makes her way as Matron's errand girl, her closest companions
the mysterious cats that trail her shadow. Only when she begins a forbidden
flirtation with the city's handsome young courier does she let herself imagine a life
outside the walls. Until one by one, girls around her start to die. Before she
becomes the next victim, Nisha decides to uncover the secrets that surround the
girls' deaths. But by getting involved, Nisha jeopardizes not only her own future in
the City of a Thousand Dolls—but also her life.

Tales from India
Thirteen-year-old Ronan Truelove leaves school one day and discovers he's a
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member of The Blood Guard - an ancient order of protectors. He will acquire
invaluable skills; learn that he has magical talents he never dreamed of; rescue his
parents from certain death and finally fall for the wrong girl and overlook the right
one.

Vanished!
HE LOVES ME, HE LOVES ME NOT. Sylvie is sure Carl loves her, so why hasn't he
kissed her? Sylvie and Carl have always been best friends, and Sylvie's always
dreamed that they'd get married someday. But when she begins to realize that
Carl may be more interested in boys than girls, Sylvie struggles to hold on to the
pieces of her shattered dreams. With her trademark blend of honesty, sensitivity,
and humor, bestselling author Jacqueline Wilson delivers a novel for teens about
first love, first heartbreak, and the power of a kiss.
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